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“Older Workers Give Economy a Kick”
Wall Street Journal, July 1, 2019

Labor-force participation of people 65 and over is at a new 50-year high.  Benefits of the trend 
include:

⁻ More people to fill job openings as unemployment reaches new lows;
⁻ It offsets the drag on growth of aging population;
⁻ Shores up public finances

This reverses a decline in older worker labor participation that began in the 1970s.  The 
decline started because of:

⁻ Policies that encouraged early retirement;
⁻ Generous retirement benefits



A (Very) Brief History of the ADEA

• 1967: statute enacted into law.  Prohibited discrimination because of age against 
people age 40-65.

• 1978: statute amended to expand the “protected age from” to 40-70.

• 1984: protected age group uncapped; anyone 40 years of age and older protected. 

• (Intended to be amusing, if not enlightening).  Permits compulsory retirement of 
any employee who has attained 65 years of age and, for the 2-year period 
immediately preceding retirement, is employed in a bona fide executive or high 
policymaking position and who is entitled to an immediate nonforfeitable benefit 
(or benefits) which equals at least $44,000 annually.



A (Very) Brief History of the ADEA (cont.)

• 1990: OWBPA imposed minimum standards for voluntary 
waivers and releases of ADEA rights. 

• Adopted the remedies of the Fair Labor Standards Act
1. Back Pay 
2. Liquidated Damages
3. Attorney Fees
4. Jury Trials



• To establish age discrimination, victim must establish 
“but-for” causation; “motivating factor” is not enough. 

• Prohibits age discrimination against older workers in 
favor of younger workers, but not the reverse (but some 
state laws do). General Dynamics Land Systems, Inc. v. 
Cline, 540 U.S. 581 (2004). 



Age Stereotypes
• What are they?

1. “Set in their ways”; resistant to change; “can’t teach an old dog new 
tricks”; inflexible 

2. Technologically deficient

3. Unmotivated; low energy; “retired on active duty”



Age Stereotyping (cont.)

4. Irascible; cranky; ornery; abrupt

5. Expensive: high pay; access health insurance benefits more often

6. Financially secure = unmotivated

7. Forgetful 

8. Lack strength and agility; unhealthy; miss time from work 

9. Limit the career opportunities of others (who are younger)

10.There is something “funny” about being older



The Read and Destroy” Memo

Appendix A to the Court’s decision in Leo Heideman, et 
ux. v. PFL, Inc., 710 F. Supp. 711 (W.D. Mo. 1986), aff’d 

904 F.2d 1262 (8th Cir. 1990):



MEMORANDUM
December 21, 1978

TO: Dick Jones

FROM: Carl Hill

RE: ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES FOR PARR AND CARPENTER

Dick, in the bonus plan description that I detailed to you by memo, I suggested that there are
responsibilities that are non-quotaed that are necessary at the Divisional Vice President level in
order to achieve a sales force with “teeth”. This memo will serve to explain exactly what I mean.

We currently have a situation in our field sales management organization in which we have many
middle-aged “professional” sales managers. Although I have nothing against “middle-aged people”
certain things begin to happen when a man approaches his “50’s”. They are as follows:



1. He becomes, generally, financially secure, i.e....his house may be paid for and his
family is grown.

2. He has an excess of discretionary income, i.e....he now owns a cottage or a boat or
other recreational vehicles that make him look forward to four-day weekends.

3. He physically begins to slow down and becomes both matured and is not easily
excitable. In short, the enthusiasm easily developed in a younger man is not so
easy to build in a fellow that has “seen it all”.

4. After the age of 50 a man becomes a liability in two ways:

a. He can’t find a job anywhere else and we are “married to him” until retirement

b. He becomes less responsive to job changes, i.e. no more transfers, no more
additional challenges.

Needless to say, Parr and Carpenter’s responsibilities are heavy in this area. For instance,
we have just today received word that one of our men in this category received a serious
injury (broken hip) in an automobile accident. As heartless as it may seem, it is an
absolute necessity to create an organization that is least susceptible to these kinds of
problems.



We need to create a field sales force that consists of men between 25 and 45 who are
highly motivated by bonuses and trying to make their “mark” on the world. If done
properly this would create a situation in which we had strong young regional
management, highly motivated, constantly “pushing” for promotion, and in general
striving for the goal of success. We would then logically lose some of these men every
four or five years as they went on to other companies in positions of higher
responsibility and of course would be replaced by new younger men to repeat the
cycle. If by some chance we have men approaching the “problem age” we should be
willing and ready to help those men move on by making their exit from Jeno’s a
comfortable one. This would be accomplished by having a frank discussion with a man
between 45 and 50 and telling him his future at Jeno’s is limited and that it would be
adivisable for him to look for work elsewhere. He should be given a fair amount of
time to find employment elsewhere (six months, for example) and he would then
leave us by resigning. No one needs to be the wiser and we would then be able to re-
orient that region with younger more motivatable personnel.



Obviously; these comments have a tendency to leave a foul taste in one’s mouth...However, properly
administered, no one needs to be hurt and our organization can get the best possible sales manager
responsibility and performance. I view this function the most important part of the responsibility for Parr
and Carpenter. If these things are accomplished, quotas become a matter of fact. Unfortunately, our
company for at least five years has not paid attention to this kind of aggressive thinking and in so doing
we are in a position where we have too many “lifers” in the staff. John and Jay are both aware of my
thoughts on this situation and have been directed to develop the Sales organization along the lines
stated in this memo. You can see, then, how important it is for me to have a discretionary bonus based
on achievement of these non-fiscal goals.

Please let me know if you have any further questions.

Thanks,

/s/signature
Carl

CPH:pm

cc: John Parr
(Jay Carpenter)
Mick Paulucci



IBM & The Risks of Reinvention



IBM & The Risks of Reinvention



“The story in Langley v. IBM begins four years ago when 
IBM undertook to reinvent itself in the age of the Millennial.”

• New CEO in 2012   ⃣ massive reinvention and rebranding campaign 
with two principal and symbiotic objectives:

⁻ transform IBM into a “Cognitive Solutions” company deeply invested in 
the Cloud, Analytics, Mobile, Security and Social technology markets 
(“CAMS”)

⁻ change the face of IBM by recruiting and retaining “digitally native” 
Millennials, which IBM defined as the generation born after 1980.



• At the conference, IBM expressly linked its success in CAMS to 
Millennials

• “CAMS are driven by Millennial Traits.” 

• IBM sought to “leapfrog[] the existing perception of IBM to become a 
leader in Millennial engagement” and thereby “drive CAMS adoption.” 

• IBM intended to become “exponentially relevant with the Millennial 
demographic” by “showcas[ing] IBM’s capabilities in CAMS, driven by 
the digitally native millennials.” 





• Millennials represented a “trillion dollar market” and “billions” of dollars in
potential sales for IBM. 

• To capture the Millennial market, IBM had to “become one with the Millennial 
mindset. 

• “Mindshare converts to marketshare,” IBM wrote, and IBM’s “leadership in 
millennial engagement is the ideal value proposition for generating CAMS pipeline, 
which is driven by Millennial traits.” 

• “[T]he secret to capturing the hearts, minds, and most importantly, wallets of the 
millennial generation is likely working with you. Your millennial  employees are your 
most valuable and accessible asset when it comes to successfully marketing your 
business to the millennial generation.”



2014: IBM published “Millennials: How IBM can effectively attract, engage and
retain this emerging generation.” Because Millennials meant big money for IBM
and because IBM “face[d] major competition with [other] companies acquiring
Millennials, both within the tech sector (i.e., Microsoft, Amazon) and beyond,”
IBM developed a “strategy to attract top Millennial talent.”





*   IBM aggressively executed 
its strategy to attract top 
Millennial talent on social media. 

*   Twitter: page dedicated 
solely to Millennials –
#IBMillennial – where IBM 
praised Millennials regularly and 
regularly features them on the 
IBM Twitter Jobs account.







*  IBM also instituted an “Early 
Professional” hiring program 
targeted solely at young 
professionals. 

*  “The idea is to bring in as 
much young talent into the 
workforce with every given 
opportunity.”

*   IBM tells Millennials that 
they make great sellers because 
they are – well, Millennials – and 
therefore they should come sell 
for IBM.





Recently, IBM launched 
youIBM, an international 
branding campaign 
vividly portraying IBM as 
a youth-oriented tech 
company.



On YouTube, IBM calls 
itself a “new IBM” by 
which it means a youth-
oriented IBM.



• IBM writes that “[a]n organization’s internal brand tells its story, and, in 
turn, reveals its true culture…. An organization's career site … should portray 
the company's internal brand.” This is how IBM “reveals its true culture” on 
its own Career site:



IBM’s LinkedIn page sends a similar age-based signal:



• When CNBC’s Jim Cramer interviewed IBM’s CEO in June, 2017, IBM ensured she 
was surrounded by Millennials busily working in the background.

• IBM has devoted countless millions of dollars to its effort to rebrand as a hip, Millennial-
centric tech company. The activities and publications described above are illustrative, not 
exhaustive. 

• IBM complemented them with Millennial-themed seminars, holiday parties, blogs, leadership 
programs, social media initiatives, white papers, online videos, newscasts and other 
advertising and public relations efforts intended to shed IBM’s image “as a company 
composed mainly of aging white guys,” and to substitute in its place a new, cooler, much 
younger image of IBM comprised of “rock star” Millennials.





Why “digitally native” Millennials?

21. Simple. IBM believes Millennials are the most educated, technologically 
adept and digitally proficient generation of workers alive, making them superior to 
older employees in the new CAMS markets. Millennials are highly innovative and 
instinctively collaborative, whereas Boomers are not. IBM also believes that 
Millennials “speak Millennial,” giving them a fluency in communicating with other 
Millennials and a special rapport with Millennials who work for companies that 
purchase IBM’s products and services.

Millennials are awesome! 
Boomers, not so much

22. In 2015, IBM published “Myths, exaggerations and uncomfortable truths –
The real story behind Millennials in the workplace,” a recruiting tool that flattered 
Millennials and purported to refute stereotypes about Millennials.





• Expressly compared and contrasted Millennial employees with Generation X and with 
Baby Boomers. 

• Many positive traits associated with the Millennial generation, IBM tended to be 
critical of older workers.

• Technologically less sophisticated because they were not “digital natives.” 
• “Place[d] less stock in the advantages [that] data offer[ed] than their younger 

colleagues” 
• “Dubious” of technology
• Far less “savvy” than Millennials with respect to social media.

• “[A]ge is catching up with Baby Boomers,” whom IBM referred to as “gray hairs” and 
“old heads.”

• Boomers were leaving work in increasing numbers “due to retirement or disability.” 
• Those still working often needed accommodations for “‘wear and tear’ disabilities like 

hearing and vision impairment [sic] that older people routinely develop.”



Mr. Langley’s Performance & Termination
• Age 60, joined IBM in 1993 and worked continuously for IBM for the next 24 years.

• In 2016-17, Langley reported to Kim Overbay, age 43, Director of Global Sales, IBM Application 
Platform and Runtimes, who in turn reported to Andrew Brown, age 46, Vice President of Worldwide 
Sales, IBM Hybrid Cloud Software.

• Earned a substantial salary, bonus pay, and fringe benefits.

• December 2016: Brown sent Langley a private e-mail telling him that he needed to look for a new 
job.

• March 2017:  Overbay told Langley that he was being permanently laid off effective June 28, 2017 as 
part of a resource action.

• Langley applied for four other positions with IBM in an effort to continue his employment.  He was 
not hired for any of them.

• Although IBM had involuntarily terminated Mr. Langley, IBM subsequently marked Mr. Langley as 
having “resigned” in it HRIS system  Then, on or about July 6, 2017, Mr. Langley received a letter 
from IBM congratulating him on his “retirement.”



CWA V. The World



CWA: Introduction
• [Plaintiffs] seek to vindicate the rights of older workers to be free 

of age discrimination in employment advertising, recruitment, 
and hiring. 

• They bring this action against T-Mobile US, Inc. (“T-Mobile”), 
Amazon.com, Inc. (“Amazon”), Cox Communications, Inc., Cox 
Media Group, LLC (collectively, “Cox”), and a Defendant Class of 
hundreds of major American employers and employment 
agencies that, upon information and belief, routinely exclude 
older workers from receiving their employment and recruiting ads 
on Facebook, and thus deny older workers job opportunities.

• These companies eliminate older workers from receiving job ads 
by specifically targeting their employment ads to younger workers 
via Facebook’s ad platform. 



For example, T-Mobile recently sent the following ad via Facebook to recruit prospective job applicants 
for its stores nationwide, and in doing so, upon information and belief, limited the population receiving 
the ad to 18- to 38-year-olds. The screenshot to the right shows that T-Mobile sent the job ad because T-
Mobile “wants to reach people ages 18 to 38 who live or were recently in the United States.” 



In another example, upon information and belief, Facebook, as an employer, used its own ad platform to 
send the following job ad to recruit individuals to work at Facebook, and in doing so limited the 
population receiving the ad to 21- to 55-year-olds. The screenshot to the right shows that Facebook sent 
the job ad because it “wants to reach people ages 21 to 55 who live or were recently in the 
United States.” 



• Sadly, this case reveals that age discrimination remains an entrenched facet of the 
American workplace. Upon information and belief, nationwide, large and small 
employers alike apparently believe that it is appropriate and desirable to exclude 
American workers from job opportunities solely based on their age. 

• In every corner of America, when an older worker loses her job at a coal mine, a steel 
mill, a call center, a hospital, or an office, and she looks for a new job using the 
internet and social media to find job opportunities, she likely has no idea that major 
American companies are purposely refusing to tell her about the next job opportunity 
that may help her feed her family or make her next mortgage payment to stave off a 
devastating foreclosure. 

• Due to this lawsuit, older workers may finally understand why their job searches—that 
have migrated online in recent years—are more difficult than they ought to be. In fact, 
their job searches are more difficult than our country’s anti-discrimination laws allow. 
If this lawsuit succeeds, American workers’ job searches may be a lot easier in the 
future. 



CWA: “The basic practice at issue in this case is simple.”
• When an employer or an employment agency creates, purchases, and sends a 

Facebook ad to make workers aware of job opportunities and encourage them to 
apply for various jobs, Facebook requires the employers or employment agencies to 
select the population of Facebook users who will be eligible to receive the ad, 
including the age range of the users who will receive the ad. 

• Following Facebook’s encouragement to narrowly focus ad campaigns on the “right 
people,” including by targeting younger people, upon information and belief, 
hundreds of major employers and employment agencies routinely focus their 
Facebook employment ads on users who are under 40-years-old (and sometimes on 
users who are under higher age thresholds). 

• This prevents workers who are above the selected age threshold from receiving 

employment ads and pursuing relevant job opportunities. 



CWA: Examples
• Amazon.com, Inc., an e-commerce giant and a named Defendant in this action, restricted 

employment ads to people “ages 18-54,” “ages 18 to 50,” “ages 28 to 55,” and “ages 22 to 
40.”  

• Arhaus, an upscale furniture retailer with 70 locations across the United States, restricted 
employment ads to people “ages 28-55.”  

• Capital One, a massive financial services company, restricted various employment ads to 
people “ages 22 to 54.” 

• Citadel, an international financial services company, restricted employment ads to people 
“ages 18 to 40.” 

• Cox Communications and Cox Media Group, both divisions of one of the nation’s 
largest media and telecommunications companies, and named Defendants in this action, 
restricted various employment ads to people “ages 20 to 45,” “ages 20 to 50,” “ages 19 to 
55,” and “ages 20 to 55.” 



CWA: Examples
• Defenders, a leading national installer of security systems, restricted employment ads to people “ages 

20 to 40.”

• Facebook, Inc., one of the largest technology companies in the world and the operator of the online 
platforms on which these ads are creates, purchased, and displayed, restricted employment ads to 
people “ages 21 to 55” and “ages 25 to 60.” 

• Fairfield Residential, a large national residential management company serving around 44,000 
residential units in 37 markets, restricted employment ads to people “ages 18 to 45” and “ages 21 to 
41.” 

• IKEA, a massive international furniture retailer with 43 stores in the U.S., restricted employment ads to 
people “ages 18 to 54.” 

• Leidos, a massive federal defense and government contractor, restricted employment ads to people 
“ages 24 to 54” and “ages 24 to 58.” 

• Sleep Number Corp., a national mattress retailer, restricted employment ads to people “ages 25 to 
54.” 



CWA: Examples

• T-Mobile, one of the largest wireless companies in the nation and a named Defendant in this 
action, restricted employment ads to people “ages 18 to 38” and “ages 18 to 54.” 

• Triplebyte, an employment agency that places workers with hundreds of companies, including 
major technology companies, restricted employment ads to people “ages 23 to 38.” 

• Weichert Realtors, a national provider of real estate and homeowner services, restricted 
employment ads to people “ages 20 to 55.” 

• Enterprise Rent-a-Car, a national rental car company, restricted employment ads to people 
“ages 22 to 40.” 

• University of Maryland Medical System, the medical system of a major public university, 
restricted employment ads to people “ages 25 to 55.” 





DECEMBER 2017

Facebook Job Ads Raise Concerns

About Age Discrimination

Mark Edelstein, a 58-year-old social-media marketing strategist, wasn’t shown job advertising placed on 

Facebook by a company aiming it at a younger audience. Whitney Curtis for The New York Times



SEPTEMBER 2018

Many job ads on Facebook illegally exclude women, ACLU says
The social network has faced sustained criticism for housing ads that exclude certain races and job ads targeted only at 

younger workers. By David Ingram /Sept. 18, 2018/ 8:58 AM EDT



Dediol v. Best Chevrolet, Inc.,
655 F.3d 435 (5th Cir. 2011)

• Plaintiff, 65 years old, worked under the used car sales manager, Donald Clay, for three months 
before deciding to resign.  Dediol sued for a hostile work environment and constructive discharge.

• Dediol testified that “up to a half-dozen times a day” Clay said/did the following:  

⁻ referred to him as “You old mother******,” threatening “I’ll fire your F******g ass;” 

⁻ called him “pops,” “old man,” and “old mother******.” 

• Clay would threaten to “kick [Dediol’s] ass” and once removed his shirt telling Dediol “You don’t 
know who you are talking to.  See these scars, I was shot and was in jail.”  

• During one exchange, Clay declared, “I am going to beat the “F” out of you, and charged Dediol in 
front of several employees.  

• After Dediol requested, and was denied, to be transferred to the new car department, Clay said, 
“Get your old F*****g ass over here. You are not going to work with new cars.”

• In deciding that Dediol had presented enough evidence to get to a jury, the Court of Appeals 
focused on two issues:  (1) frequency – 6 times a day, and (2) the physically threatening nature of 
Clay’s comments.



Villarreal v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 
839 F.3d 958 (11th Cir. 2016)

• Company used “resume review guidelines” to screen applicants for 
certain positions.  For some jobs, the target applicants were “2-3 
years out of college,” and not those with “8-10 years’ experience.”  
Unsurprisingly, statistics showed a pattern of hiring younger 
applicants.

• Court said rejected applicants may sue employer for disparate 
impact age discrimination in light of Smith v. City of Jackson, 544 
U.S. 228 (2005). 



Manlove v. Volkswagen (June 2018)



Jonathan Manlove is suing Volkswagon AG on behalf of himself and current and former VW 
employees age 50 and over for age discrimination.  VW moved to dismiss the class and collective 
action allegations.  The Court denied VW’s Motion.  Here’s why:

• In November 2016: VW’s “Brand Chief” announced a rebranding effort knows as 
“TRANSFORM 2025+” and new global policy known as “Pact for the Future.”  According to 
VW AG, this would be achieved through a combination of early retirement and other “natural 
fluctuations.”

• June 6, 2017: VW AG issues a press release concerning its plans for a “fundamental personnel 
transformation” in the “next few months.”

• June 26, 2017: VW AG issues another press release stating, “We are expecting our 
management level to become younger and slimmer” and went on to again say “We are 
becoming slimmer, leaner and younger,” which will provide “new motivation for junior 
managers.”

• Jun 28, 2017: EVP for HR for VW America circulated a memo to employees saying the press 
release “should not be misinterpreted as a preference for employees based on a particular 
age or experience level.”

• June 29, 2017: VW demotes Manlove for “economic reasons.”



Charles Owen v. ST Microelectronic, Inc.,
No. 3:15-CV-1186-S, 2018 WL 2417850 (N.D. TX 2018)

• Charles Owen had been an attorney for more then 25 years, and had worked 
for the employer on a temporary basis 2007-2008.

• 2013: employer asked him to return to the legal department

• Employer poster a permanent corporate counsel position (“Senior Position”) to 
review Non-Disclosure Agreements

• When Owen expressed interest in the Senior Position, he was told he was 
qualified but the employer did not want “someone with so much experience 
that they would be inflexible.”



Charles Owen v. ST Microelectronic, Inc.,
No. 3:15-CV-1186-S, 2018 WL 2417850 (N.D. TX 2018)

• Employer hired Sean Barrett (36 years old, 9 years’ experience) and not 

Owen (64)

• Court denied employer’s motion for summary judgement

• “a reasonable juror could find [the] comment about experience and inflexibility 
to be indicative of age discrimination



PricewaterhouseCoopers

• Sued in San Francisco on behalf of a nationwide class (estimated at 14, 000) 
alleging PWC discriminates against entry-level applicants 40 and over by 
focusing it recruiting efforts on college campuses and hiring directly from them 
and by using a recruitment tool accessible only by those with a current college 
affiliation.

• PWC allegedly describes older people as a “bad fit” and attempts to attract by 
how it presents itself on social media, and the types of events it hosts for 
employees, such as trips to Disney World.

• Class status denied because it included both qualified and unqualified 
applicants.



EEOC v. Darden Restaurants



EEOC v. Darden Restaurants
• Defendants have maintained a standard operating procedure of denying employment to 

applicants in the protected age group through Defendants‟ centralized hiring process. 
For instance, Defendants‟ hiring officials have told unsuccessful applicants in the 
protected age group that: “you are too experienced”; “we are looking for people with 
less experience”; “we are not looking for old white guys”; “we are looking for fresh‟ 
employees”; and that Seasons 52 wanted a “youthful” image.

• Defendants‟ hiring system disproportionately excludes individuals in the protected age 
group from employment. A sampling of Defendants‟ hiring data across restaurant 
locations nationwide shows that Defendants‟ hiring of applicants for both FOH and BOH
positions in the protected age group is well below the expected hiring of applicants in 
the protected age group based on applications submitted and/or local Census data, and 
the disparity is statistically significant for FOH and/or BOH positions.



Anthony Scornavacca

• On October 13, 2010, Anthony Scornavacca (“Scornavacca”), then 52 years old, applied for a 
server position at the soon to-be-opened Seasons 52 in Coral Gables, Florida.

• Scornavacca went to the Coral Gables location and filled out a written application for a FOH
server position.

• Scornavacca was advised during the course of his interview that he would not be hired because 
Seasons 52 wanted applicants with greater shift availability.

• Defendants did not hire Scornavacca.

• Defendants hired a number of young server applicants with similar or less shift availability than 
Scornavacca.

• As a result of Defendants‟ failure to hire Scornavacca, Scornavacca has suffered damages.



Hugo Alfaro
• On October 11, 2010, Hugo Alfaro (“Alfaro”), then 49 years old, applied for a server position at the 

soon to-be-opened Seasons 52 in Coral Gables, Florida.

• Alfaro went to the Coral Gables location and filled out a written application for a FOH server position.

• During his initial interview, Alfaro advised Seasons 52 that he planned to leave his current job in the 
next few weeks and would therefore be able to attend Seasons 52‟s training, and could work full-time 
and during any shift.

• Alfaro was advised that he would soon be contacted with information about training. When he was not 
contacted, Alfaro returned to Seasons 52 to inquire as to the training information.

• When Alfaro returned, Seasons 52 asked Alfaro his age. Thereafter, when Alfaro asked Seasons 52 if 
he should check back regarding the position, he was advised that there was no need to do so.

• Defendants did not hire Alfaro.



Result?

• Consent Decree $2.85 Million 

• Decree Compliance Monitor

• Quarterly and Semi-Annual Reporting



Other “Old Worker” Stereotypes

1. More reliable.  They think it’s kind of important to come to work.

2. More mature.

3. More Experience.

4. Not likely to be job-hunting/low turnover

5. Unlikely to be frequent objects of your drug-testing policy.

6. Unlikely to be frequent objects of your sexual harassment policy.

7. Able and willing to mentor others



Recommendations

1. Include age in your inclusion and diversity strategies.

2. Be open to recruiting and hiring older workers.

3. Develop retention strategies, including career counseling, 
training and development opportunities for all ages and 
career stages.

4. Foster a culture that values every employee; older workers 
have feelings too!

5. Beware of rebranding.

6. Have employee – related communications vetted by legal 
counsel.



Questions?


